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Motivation

Increasing health choice through reforms has been widely adopted by multiple
governments.

More choices for patients is expected to make insurers and providers of care more
responsive to demand.

▶ Greater efficiency in delivery
▶ Greater efficiency in funding
▶ Better overall quality of health care

How patients choose hospitals when patient choice is improved is unknown.
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Research Question

How do health care consumers’ responses change when offered
more choice?

▶ Exogenous variation in patient choice

▶ Analyze changes in hospital choice

▶ Estimate demand with a structural model
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Main Results Preview

Post-Reform Evidence

▶ Minimal changes in average distance traveled
▶ Improved sorting of patients to higher quality hospitals

▶ Decrease in patient mortality by 3.5 patients per year

Hospital Response

▶ Increase in mortality ⇒ 5X larger drop in market share
▶ Largest increase in elasticity ∼ biggest reduction in mortality rates
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Literature Review

Most literature finds that competition leads to enhanced quality.

▶ Majority of papers use nonstructural approaches.
▶ Gaynor, Moreno-Serra, and Propper (2013) and Cooper et al. (2011) used

reduced-form models in the same environment.

Other literature examining constrained choice sets do not observe the removal of the
constraint.

Literature on consideration set formation do not observe changes in the set formation.
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United Kingdom Hospital Structure
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Choice Reform

Beginning in 2006, the reform package changed how hospitals and patients interact.

▶ Choice of five providers for hospital care
▶ "Choose and Book" information system
▶ Website with additional information
▶ Fixed, regulated pricing for patients through NHS

The reform did not change financial incentives for patients or financial payments to
referring physicians.
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Data

United Kingdom Department of Health’s Hospital Episode Statistics (HES)

Inpatient Admissions

▶ Medical
procedure
classification

▶ Diagnoses code

Inpatient Discharges

▶ Elective CABG
surgery

▶ 29 hospitals

Characteristics

▶ Age, sex,
comorbidities

▶ Distance, waiting
times, mortality
rates
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Hospital Characteristics
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Patient Characteristics
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Data Concerns

▶ Measuring quality of care with mortality rates

▶ Case-mix differences do not affect mortality rates significantly

▶ Change in choice set and market structure post-reform
▶ No change in market structure around the policy reform
▶ Choice set is nearly identical pre- and post-reform
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Structural Estimation
Constrained Pre-Reform Choice

Vij = V̄ij + υij = g(Dij) + ζj + υij

Consideration set: Vik ≥ maxj∈J(Vij)− λi

Degree of constraint: λi = λ̄+ λXi
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Vij = g(Dij) + ζj + υij

g(Dij) = γd1Dij + γd2Closestij + γd3WithinPCTij
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Structural Estimation
Unconstrained Post-Reform Choice

Uij = Ūij + εij = βwiWjt + βziZjt + f (Dij) + ζj + εij
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Structural Estimation
Unconstrained Post-Reform Choice

Uij = βwiWjt + βziZjt + f (Dij) + ζj + εij

f(Dij) = αd1Dij + αd2Closestij
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Structural Estimation
Unconstrained Post-Reform Choice

Uij = βwiWjt + βziZjt + f (Dij) + ζj + εij
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Probabilities

Pre-Reform

PrCONik (Ωpatient,Ωphysician) =
∑

CSk Pri(CSk|Ωphysician)Pri(k|CSk,Ωpatient)

Ωpatient = βwi, βzi, αd, ζ

Ωphysician = γd, λi, ζj

Post-Reform

PRUNCONik (Ωpatient) =
exp[Ūik(Ωpatient)]∑
j∈J exp[Ūij(Ωpatient)]
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Identification Strategy

Patient and Physician Preferences

▶ Reform ⇒ change in formation of consideration sets
▶ Exclusion restriction on waiting times and mortality
▶ Patient preferences are stable over time

Patient Preference Parameters

▶ Endogeneity of waiting time and quality of service
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Reduced-Form Evidence

A lower mortality rate is associated with a higher market share post-reform.
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Reduced-Form Evidence

Patients sought better hospitals when given a choice.
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Structural Model Results
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Structural Model Results
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Policy Evaluation
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Conclusion

Patient Response to Reform

▶ More responsive to clinical quality of care of hospital
▶ Heterogeneity of responses to waiting times

Overall Findings

▶ Reduction in mortality
▶ Increase in patient welfare
▶ Increase in elasticity of demand
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Discussion

1. Mortality as a measure of quality

2. Assuming referrals reflect choice from the full set of hospitals that perform CABG
surgery

3. Important hospital qualities are shared on websites

4. Length of the study post-reform
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